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Dealers and manufacturers were welcomed
February 23-25 to the Hershey Convention
Center, for the annual Kinsey’s Dealer Show.

This year the full-line distributor based in Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania expanded on an already successful format
by transforming one of the hotel meeting rooms near the
show floor into a bow and crossbow demonstration area.
(See opposite page, lower right.)

With the Aztec room and Great American room
already filled to capacity with exhibits, a large banquet
room was used as the Hot Show Room. That’s where
selected super-deals from manufacturers were dis-
played. Dave Parker, the veteran buyer for Kinsey’s who
helps coordinate the trade show, said vendors were invit-
ed to submit single products for display on either
Saturday or Sunday. Retailers where then given appoint-
ment cards to spend one hour in the Hot Show Room on
Saturday, one hour on Sunday.

ArrowTrade saw dealers waiting in the halls before
their hour began, and spoke with some who spent the
entire hour shopping those specials. Separate order
forms were turned in to Kinsey’s staff as you exited the
Hot Show Room: You couldn’t simply view the items and

then ask for the
same pricing on
the show floor
from exhibitors.

Parker said
Kinsey’s tried to
select one super
deal from each
product category
for the two days of
the Hot Show
Room. “There’s
only one bow sight

in there, one premium release. That really gives the man-
ufacturer an incentive to give a really good price.”

Tom Mills of Kinsey’s purchasing department
reminded retailers that although they had to make pur-
chasing decisions now, they could still program these
special buys and have them grouped with their later
orders so they can obtain free shipping. With all orders
flowing through the distributor, Kinsey’s had several staff
members on hand to answer questions about Hot Show
Room products. 

At lower left, Charles Hunter  of Chuck’s Gun, Morris,
Pennsylvania, liked the feel of this Blue Ridge Hunter
from Kinsey’s own October Mountain line of products.
Hunter has built, shot and sold a lot of recurves in his
day, and said the 58-inch take-down reminded him of
the Bear Kodiak he bought in the late 60s. Kinsey’s cus-
tomers can order that bow for $130.98 this year, but were
able to buy it for $99.99 during their appointed hour.

Below, SKB finished up this new case just in time to
fly it to Hershey so Karla and Rick Musick of Rick’s
Sporting Goods, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, could see  it in the Hot
Show Room. Kinsey’s Darlene Glatfelter (with hand on
case) explained how the sturdy locks fit TSA keys, so the
customer can lock his case, TSA airport security officials
can inspect it, and then relock it.  Not only does this SKB
model 4119 case fit parallel limb bows up to 38 inches in
length, it is deep enough that customers can leave their
quiver attached when they case their bows.

ArrowTrade caught up with a trio of retailers from
Pete’s Gun Shop in Adams, Massachusetts as they pre-
pared to turn in their Hot Show Room orders. Dan Peck
and Neil and Tracy Goodrich had bought Scott Lil’ Goose
Buckle releases, Diamond Black Ice bows, and Maxima
Hunter arrow shafts from Carbon Express. The great
price on the Black Ice encouraged them to try out that
line, they said. 

Kinsey’s Show Delivers For       
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The annual complimen-
tary Dealer Appreciation
Evening started off Saturday
with a camouflage atmos-
phere compliments of
Realtree with camouflaged
adornments including table
cloths and napkins coupled
with a huge spread of hors
d’oeuvres. Rick Kinsey, Vice
President of Kinsey’s took
center stage to express his
gratitude to the Kinsey deal-
ers, factory representatives,
staff and the Archery
Industry. The microphone
was handed over for  words
from Sims Limbsaver,
Carbon Express and
Realtree spokesmen and
they were applauded for
sponsoring the event. The
Kinsey crew took over from
there and challenged the
crowd with trivia questions and
rewarded them by tossing hats,
mouse pads, or t-shirts every time
the question was answered correctly.
Upon completion of the game, Dave
Parker handed the microphone over
to Country’s Grand ‘Ole Opry Hall of
Famer Lorrie Morgan. Her delightful
singing entertained Kinsey cus-
tomers on hand for the evening.

The 2007 Kinsey Dealer Show
included a complimentary conti-
nental breakfast both Saturday and
Sunday morning sponsored by
Copper John Corporation and Gold
Tip. New products were introduced,
and door prizes were handed out.
This was a convenient way to start
the day as most attendees’ overnight
accommodations were in the same
resort the show was being held, the
Hershey Lodge and Convention
Center. 

Affordable hot lunches were
available Saturday and Sunday as the
hotel set up lunch lines in the lob-
bies along with tables spread with
white linen. Dealer traffic was heavy
Saturday, but thinned Sunday as a
winter storm rolled in.

Dave Parker told
ArrowTrade Kinsey’s
plans to continue to
hold its annual show
at the Hershey’s
Convention Center. It
can limit the size of
exhibitor booths and
be selective about who
gets invited, he said, as
a way of controlling
the size of the event.
“We’re in the business
of selling product,
we’re not in the trade
show business,” he
commented. 

Next year the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show
will be February 22-24.
Potential exhibitors
should be in touch
with Kinsey’s at (800)
366-4269 ext. 3033 or
3041, while dealers
who want to join the
Kinsey’s team can call
ext. 3031 or 3011.

     Dealers, Exhibitors & Sponsors

Lorrie Morgan performed on stage for the Dealer
Appreciation night. Below, TenPoint's Chuck Jordan enjoyed
helping dealers try out the compact Phantom CLS crossbow.
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Rod Notestine of Treelimb Products (facing camera) was pleased
with the strong ordering the first morning of the Kinsey’s Dealer Show
for his 3 and 5-arrow quivers. They contain built-in Treelimb Hangers,
pivot for good fletching clearance and have grippers that you flex back
with one finger as you withdraw the arrow. He credited his rep group
for helping to get his new quiver line into the Kinsey’s catalog and into
this dealer show. Reach Treelimb Products at (419) 658-2010.

Richard Gifford of Gifford’s Sports Supply, Walton, New York, learns
about the new Arm Cam from Hunt & Score Products. Chris Pringle
(right) demonstrated how the gauntlet holds a still or video camera
on the wrist, so the hunter can film his own action. Archers will wear
the Arm Cam on their bow hand, he said, while gun hunters wear it on
the hand that goes on the trigger. Pringle said he hopes to have an
optional miniature camera available in the future, to reduce weight
on the wrist. Contact Kinsey’s for more information.

Sure Foot sells a couple different styles of carbide
studded “slip-on traction aids” through Kinsey’s. Dave
Conley said Pennsylvania retailers sold these fast ear-
lier in the month, when an ice storm made footing
treacherous. The company was founded with a single
product in 1984, a non-skid traction pad and now has
over 2,000 SKUs. Reach Sure Foot at (800) 722-3668.

Kinsey’s has an extensive gift catalog and the
annual dealer show is a good place to check out
new gift items. Here Ronald Rapelje, VP of sales for
Reflective Art, displays the new decorative tins
that you can get as an option to the standard
boxes the firm’s wildlife puzzles come in. Reach the
Michigan firm at (800) 332-1075.
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Joy and Jerry Gareri of Jerry’s Bait & Tackle, Milford,
Michigan look at the latest spotlights from Optronics, now
the parent company to Primos Wild Game Calls.

Dustin Smith, the Eastern Regional Sales Manager, holds
a lightweight spotlight powered by a single 3 watt LED
which is far more efficient that an incandescent  bulb.
Rechargeable batteries are included along with both 120
volt and 12 volt recharging units. Joy does a lot of hunting
and said she was amazed at how much lighter this new
style spotlight is than the model she trails game with now.

Optronics now has
other models avail-
able, all the way up
to 3 million candle-
power. Reach the
Oklahoma firm at
(800) 364-5483.

Connie Stevens, a retailer from St. Thomas,
Pennsylvania, stops to check out some of the
many pin designs available from Empire Pewter.
The company’s catalog has a whole page of
archery specific designs, including award medals.
It continues to offer the easy-to-display clamshell
packaging or, for $1 more, you can order pins indi-
vidually packed in velvet jewelry boxes. For more
information on this American-made product line,
call Empire Pewter at (518) 843-0048.

Chris Sanford used a hard rubber pad
to demonstrate that his new 100 grain
Piston Point broadhead opens reliably
even at extreme angles. His patented
design uses a rotating stainless point
that’s scalloped to reduce wind resis-
tance. When the point touches hide, a
piston behind it drives forward and
hammers the .039 blades open to the
1.5 inch diameter. Call (406) 669-4141.

Circle 110 on Response Card
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Chris Malone of Cameron’s Products
peels open a Smoker Bag so these retailers
could see how it operates. A thin layer of
wood chips and resin in one level puffs
through the pinholes to smoke the meat or
fish in the next layer. The firm offers these
disposable foil bags as well as pre-filled
smoker cans you put inside any grill to
bathe the food in flavors like alder,
mesquite and hickory. You’ll also find
smoker pans and heavy duty stockpots like
the one Wes Myers of R & J’s Outdoor Shop
in Mill Creek, Pennsylvania was holding.
Gail Palmero (dark hair) and Annie Palmero
of Bethel Arms, Bethel Connecticut, said
the cooking line was exactly the kind of
new line they were at the Kinsey’s show to
check out, while other store representatives shopped for the
hard-core hunting products. Suggested retail pricing ranges
from $39.50 for a Lil Smokey stove-top smoker to $3.95 for a

Smoker Bag. You can also order bulk wood chips in flavors as
exotic as Bourbon-Soaked Oak. Reach Cameron’s Products at
(888) 563-0227.

Rightnour Manufacturing Company’s Bob Rightnour shows
Rich Stoner of S&S Sport Shop (left) a new Wonder 1000 non-toxic
cleaner, available either in a concentrate or on these pre-moist-
ened pads. The Rockwood, Pennsylvania retailer carries black
powder and said lots of his customers prefer that traditional pro-
pellant. So does he when he uses a flintlock rifle.“It’s a messy busi-
ness, but Bob makes it easy on us.“ Reach RMC at (800) 326-9113.

With interest in trapping on the rise in his trade area, Duke
Delaney of Trading Post, Pine Grove, West Virginia wanted to
see what Mark Heath (right) Duke Company could show
him. Duke offers all sizes of spring and coil leg-hold traps, as
well as the body traps required in some states and the live
traps many suburban homeowners and animal control spe-
cialists prefer. You can reach Duke Company’s West Point,
Mississippi, headquarters by calling (662) 494-6767.

Circle 175 on Response Card
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Charlie Mitchell of Mitchell’s Store, Rocky Mountain,
Virginia, likes the look of this new bolt action Long
Range Hunter from Knight. Pro Staff member Mike
Leach (right) said it’s a new variation of that fluted bar-
reled gun, built on a thumbhole stock with cooling
ports cut into the wood. A 4 inch, 200 yard group is
guaranteed. Mitchell figured he’d order one for himself,
in the .52 cal. he prefers for its knock-down power.
Knight also has a new Rolling Block series for 2007.
Reach the Alabama headquarters at (256) 260-8950.

When you spend a lot of time on the road, it’s nice to be able to
take the family once in a while. Sons Jeffrey (left) and Travis (right)
helped work the Kinsey’s Dealer Show with G5 Sales Manager
Peter Crawford. More information on the Optix line of molded
magnesium sights they are holding appears in the sight feature
that starts on page 32 of this issue.

Ad Manager Jeff
Millar of Bowhunter
Magazine (left) speaks
with Tyler Mitton and
Doug Gilmer of
Trophyline USA. Their
company makes The
Tree Saddle, a harness
that offers an alterna-
tive to traditional tree-
stands available in
models as light as two
pounds.

Some hunters use
them to hang tree-
stands, others keep
them handy for quick
location changes, and
some have switched
entirely to using this
approach when hunt-
ing aloft.

Tree Saddles come
in sizes Small to Extra
Large, to fit waists
from 19 to 48 inches.
You can find out more
by calling (866) 444-
4868.

WEATHER TAMER CABLE SLIDE

•  MACHINED ALUMINUM OR 
MACHINED DELRIN

• FLUTED APERTURE INSURES 
NO CHATTER AND CONSISTENT 

FRICTION WET OR DRY
• LARGE STRING GROOVES MEAN 

LESS WEAR AND NATURAL 
MOVEMENT

WINNER’S CHOICE CUSTOM 
BOWSTRINGS

(541) 575-0818
WWW.WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

Circle 227 on Response Card
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Ryan Martin, the third generation of the family to help lead Martin
Archery, watches Dean Walker handle a Savannah from the traditional
bow line Martin builds at the Yakima, Washington plant. Ryan shares
design duties at Martin Archery with his father, Terry Martin.

Walker was placing orders for Walker’s Bow Bend in Vermillion, Ohio.
“I like the Martin Hunter. That’s been popular for years. The Dream
Catcher is a beautiful bow. I haven’t shot the Serengeti yet.There’s a few
of us who shoot the recurves and longbows on Friday nights. We’ll set
up the burlap bag targets and shoot at five different animal targets. We
go 20, 15, 10 yards, then 10, 15 and 20. Then everybody puts a buck in a
hat and the guy with the lowest score gets to pick how far we shoot
from for the money.”

You’ll find 10 pages of American-made traditional bows in the Martin
Catalog. Call (509) 529-2554 to receive a dealer packet.

Hunters seem to be more aware these days of the benefits
of blocking human odor from their breath, but that’s an area
Scent-Lok garments long have covered, provided you can
convince your customer he needs to wear a head cover along
with his scent absorbing jacket and pants. Mike Chauvet, a
Scent-Lok pro staff member working the Kinsey’s Dealer

Show, showed us a Full Season Jacket designed for 30-60
degrees (right) and then modeled four different headcovers
your customers can pair it up with.

Scent-Lok has a warm new TimberFleece 360 Series with
women’s sizing, as well as a Savanna EXT Series that’s 25 per-
cent lighter than last year’s Savanna. Call (800) 315-5799.

Outtech Pro Staff Member Jack Douglas manned
the Reflex shooting lane. Two popular models in
use that weekend were the 32 inch versions of the
Ridgeline and Growler. Both bows from the Hoyt
factory incorporate 4 inches of draw length adjust-
ment with the FX Cam & 1/2 System, and that can
be made in 1/2 inch increments instead of the 1
inch increments on 2006 models.

Douglas showed me how the machined riser
Ridgeline has the same riser profile as the Growler,
which is diecast in magnesium. (A 34 inch axle-to-
axle Ridgeline is also in the catalog.) Most retailers
at this show were saying they preferred the
Growler, and not just because it goes for about
$130 less.“They like the way it feels and the way it
shoots,” Douglas said.

Reflex bows can be ordered through Kinsey’s
Archery Products or you can contact the manufac-
turer at (801) 363-2990.
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Excalibur Crossbow has so many new crossbows and accessories we
could fill pages describing them; so we will, in the July issue where we’ll
review the leading crossbow brands. Bill Verdegem of Pepper Creek
Outfitters (left) has one of two new thumbhole stock hunting models,
wearing a new shock-proof rangefinder mount above its new lighted
scope. Excalibur’s Kath Troubridge holds a new lightweight Apex,
designed specifically for target and recreational use.

Verdegem said he’s hunted with a different brand, but
loves to shoot his buddy’s Excalibur because it’s so much
more accurate. ” Now that I’ve bought a bait store and am
turning it into an outfitter store, I figure Excalibur is the
only brand of crossbow I need to stock.”

Hear what Excalibur has to offer at (519) 743-6890.

Jerry Thompson
of Ram Products
holds the packag-
ing for his compa-
ny’s sturdy Pro Bow
Vise. Advertising in
ArrowTrade and
Bowhunt America
is helping him to
sell lots of units,
which he needs to
do in order to keep
his pricing for the
A m e r i c a n - m a d e
vise in line with
what some other
companies charge
for imported prod-
ucts. The vise allows for 90 degrees of rotation so it’s easy
to work on both sides of the bow. It holds the bow at any
angle you want and it clamps to any shape or style of limb
with non-marring hard rubber pads.

Reach Ram Products at (208) 882-1396.

ANTC Bankcard and America’s Best
Companies were being promoted by Dale
Bergman. The former offers complete bank card
processing services for retailers, including the abil-
ity to offer both Gift Cards and Loyalty Cards
though a Point of Sale System or a simple terminal.
America’s Best Companies offers a variety of ser-
vices to help make independent retailers more
competitive in today’s market. Call (773) 278-8902.

Circle 188 on Response Card
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Above, Margaret Summers shows the
new packaging T.R.U. Inc. is switching to
for most T.R.U. Ball Releases. Husband Ben
discovered the lightweight oval plastic
shells around chocolate truffles on one of
the rare times she got him to go shopping
with her. These new packages store flat in
the factory, weigh less and cost less, while
still showing the product off well.

At left, Ben (behind counter) helps Tom
Chitwood of Hunter’s Archery, Lock Haven,
Pennsylvania, get comfortable with the
Sweet Spot II. That’s a back tension release
equipped with a safety, and it’s proving
especially popular on outdoor ranges
because it helps archers maintain form and
accuracy on uphill and downhill shots.

Reach T.R.U. Inc. at (434) 929-2800.

Pete Rickard’s new owner was at the Kinsey’s show to promote some of the hun-
dreds of scents and accessories that brand encompasses, along with shooting
accessories and calls from his other businesses. Pete Karscher (left) said former
owner Larry Rickard was thinking about retiring and was open to a sale. Under the
new ownership, Larry Rickard is continuing to manage the Cobleskill, New York
plant on a part-time basis. At right, Karscher’s son-in-law David Hulbert holds one
of the box calls from Smith Game Calls, while Karscher holds one of the 20 styles
of ProtekTor leather sandbag shooting rests. Karscher’s firm also produces the
Buck Light, a plug-in spotlight popular in Pennsylvania and other states that allow
spotlighting of deer outside hunting season.

The Buck Light has been sold for 17 years, Karscher noted, while the ProtekTor
rifle and pistol rests go back to Basil Tuller’s original designs of 30 years ago. Pete
Rickard’s is the oldest scent brand in the business, stretching back to 1934. Karscher
said while his brands are well-known by older hunters, one of his marketing goals
is to make them familiar to a retailer’s younger customers.You can get information
on Smith Game Calls, the Buck Light, and ProtekTor by calling (814) 435-2442 to
reach the Galeton, Pennsylvania office. Pete Rickard orders and inquiries for those
scents and accessories are handled out of the New York plant, at (518) 234-2731.

Icebreaker’s Trudi Kimsey found an
effective way to communicate how
much warm insulation is packed into a
single pair of Bootblankets. She put the
same amount of 2-ply Thermolite HL1
insulation into this big clear box. Reach
the Clarkesville, Georgia firm at (800)
343-2668.
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Kinsey’s Irene Hulse was assigned to the gift department
booth, where the distributor promoted brands from many dif-
ferent vendors. She’s holding an inexpensive comfort pillow
from Legendary Whitetails that reads “Treestands don’t
demand. Treestands don’t complain. Treestands simply ask me
to sit down and listen.”The moose antler lamp next to her is at
the upper end of the price range, with a dealer cost of $125. To
receive a copy of the Kinsey’s gift catalog, call (800) 366-4269.

Kishel’s Scents is known to outdoor retailers as a suppli-
er of quality whitetail lures, like the Doe Passion bottled
with the battery-powered Enforcer scent dispenser in these
clamshells. But Jeff Rettig (above) also introduced
ArrowTrade to a line of pleasant-smelling baits for nuisance
animals like raccoons, weasels and woodchucks. President
Kevin Kishel has developed baits that target specific ani-
mals so your customers, or animal control specialists, can
live-trap the problem critter without drawing in the neigh-
bor’s cat. He’s even got one for armadillos! Reach Kishel’s at
(716) 652-8952 or see www. kishelscents.com

When nine years of working in sales
and promotion for Pete Rickard’s ended
for Rob Marotta, he landed a position as
a regional manager with Outtech.
Marotta is now representing brands like
Ameristep, GSM and Whitewater
Outdoors. This reversible jacket from
Whitewater Outdoors is part of the
Realtree Pro Series line. Reach the gar-
ment maker at (920) 564-2674.
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Bows from CSS are still “Dealer Only.”What President Chuck
Nease was promoting at the Kinsey’s Dealer Show was his
Tunerz accessories to quiet bows. The newest is a Tuning
Stick Stabilizer that adjusts from 4 to 7 inches in length. Reach
CSS and Tunerz by calling (304) 781-3945.

Vision Quest’s Nick Giannetti brought new Steel Force
heads to the Kinsey’s Dealer Show.The wickedly barbed Gator
tip at right is a bowfishing tip for tough-skinned prey like
shark and alligator.The PHAT Head at left is a new cut-on-con-
tact from this pioneer in that field. It comes with a super-
strong .080 inch thick main blade and replaceable .015 inch
thick bleeder. Reach Vision Quest at (540) 448-2845.

66 Circle 198 on Response Card
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